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Her boyfriend's attempted murder leaves Megan floundering in the ocean. Sinking without hope, the
bright light she sees in the night sky isn't her doorway to heaven, but rather the beginning of her
accidental abduction by a space pirate. While thankful of his rescue, Megan stays true to form and
just can't keep her mouth shut, even when he keeps threatening to kill her - or auction her off to the
highest bidder. Even odder, despite her decision to not get involved with her wickedly hot captor,
she can't help craving his touch. Tren retired from his job as a mercenary so he could enjoy life, but
he never counted on the boredom of normalcy. The acquisition of rare items has somewhat filled the
void, but his accidental abduction of an outspoken Earthling, who doesn't know when to shut up,
turns his life upside. Her fiery spirit draws him while at the same time drives him insane. Struggling
with his urges, he must decide - throttle her barbarian neck or ravish her delectably lush body?
Despite what his heart tries to tell him, he's determined to sell her to the highest bidder even as he
seduces her body. However, despite his best intentions, he discovers he can't let her go. And when
a foe from his past thinks to steal her, he'll do anything to get her back.
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Megan is having a bad night, first her toxic (now ex) boyfriend dropped her off his boat to die so he
could get all her money, second she's pulled up by a beam of light into a giant spaceship, three the
fall breaks her leg.Oh, we are not done yet! Fourth she wakes up to find a hunky, space pirate set
on selling her to the highest bidder as soon as they hit a slave market port... oh and he's purple, and
annoyingly attractive, and well just plain annoying.Tren disliked women except in one occasion, in

his bed, screaming his name - but other than that he finds them too chatty, loud, crying, screaming
annoyance. He can't believe his luck when he fishes out more catch from Earth than was planned,
the woman is annoying to no end with her consistent chatter, posturing, filterless mouth and
continued criticism. He should have just killed her and not set on selling her. But then there's the
attraction to super pale humanoid, she rattles him, annoys him, but also excites his boring
ex-mercenary life.Awesome story! I laughed so hard reading this! Eve Langlais has some comic
genius in her! From the synopsis above you can tell this is going to be an interesting story and it
was, it was entertaining, sexy, bantering, sci-fi romance! I'm still jittery even after 11 hours from
reading it, I wanted it to go on forever, I loved the firecracker chemistry between Megan and Tren,
the bantering, the fights, the posturing, superb!I loved the hunky purple Tren, he was cocky and
dangerous beyond measure and Megan just blabbered at him like there was no tomorrow, teasing
him, arguing with him until he saw red and snapped. Though his snapping was fun to read it had a
very distinct sexual undertone which made it so delicious!
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